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The Role of Economics rn Regulatory Takings cases
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fntroduction

Two classes of takings stem from the language of the Fifth Amendment
of the Constitution: physical takings and regulatory takings.l Physical tak-
itgt result from governmental condemnation-, while regulafory takings often
impose an inverse condemnation on a property owner. ttrir aiticle co"nsiders
the role of economics in determining when property owners have been sri5-
ject to a taking of property, and how they Jfrouta 6e compensated for their
economic loss.

Government action that results in a plysical taking of private property
for public use requires just con'tpensatioi for the loss of the property. if tfrb
government entity does not make appropriate compe_nsation, the ptoperty
owner has the rigbt to seek an inverse condemnation.2 The loss to the brod-erty owner is the fair market "-"1"g ofthe property, including, if appropriatl,
the business goodwill value of a displaced business. In Cali'forrrir^, the just
compensation guarantee of the constitution has been characterized as dost-
ff1e^ading to socialize the burden where society as a whole ought to foot the
bilI.3

Governmental regulatory actions, such as enforcement of the
Fndangered Species Act, also may deny the use of property and result in the
loss of its economic benefits to the owner. The Supteme Court's IgZ2
Pennsyluania Coala decision extended the Fifth Amendment protections to
prgpe.rp owners for regulations tha! go too far. T}re law on iompensating
private'propgrty owners due to regulatory takings lacks clarity in comparil
son to the rulings on physical takings cases. While the criteria to examine in,
Chief Justice Holmes' balancing standard have been clarified, particularly
since the 1978 Penn Central case, a clear balancing test has-eluded th-e
courts. The decision test remains dependent on ad hoc factual inquiries into
t}re character of gouernment action compared to the seuerity of firiuate eco-

'Foster 
Associates, San Diego and San Francisco, CA.

lThu tr'ifth Amendment states, in part: "Nor shall private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation."
ZRov u. State,lg Cal. 2d,7L3,720 (Ig4Z).
SSee.Hot-t:-u. Superior Court 3 Cal. 3d 296, 303 (1970) cited in Michael Berger, "'Customer'
Service: When Does a Police Action Become a Claim for Inverse Condemnatioi?" Los Angeles
Daily Journal, July 6, 1995.
 
fenysy|uania- Coal-u. Mahon,260 U.S. ggg (Lg22). The Supreme Court ruled that when regula-

tion inflicts a loss of "a certain magnitude" on the property owner, then "regulation goes toJfar"
and just compensation is due for the taking. Besides struggling with the gtobdl constitu-
tionaVphilosophical notion that society's rights must be balanied with property owners' losses
to determine if compensation should be paid, jurists have been consistentty unalle to agree lo-
cally what that certain rnagnitude is, (Global and local are italicized to emphasize theii math-
ematical meaning in context.)
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nomic impact.s Litt'le just compensation has been paid by governments over
the years, apparently because courts have been reluctant to socialize the
burden of regul_at_ory takings. The recent passage by the House of
Representatives of the Private Property Rights Act anl the pending Senate
versiono would remove one source bf uncer-tainty about comlensatlon for a
regulatory takilg, and would change the form oleconomic analyses required
in federal regulatory takings cases. The differences between tfre t'pes ol
analyses needed under the propoled legislation and. under historic i.iai.i"fdecisions, are shown in Figure 1. Because the courts have awarded so little
compensation to property owners, and made the awards with such inconsis-
tency, the decision test is labeled as a judicial decision in Figure 1 to call at-
tention to the vagaries of the past applications of the Peinsyluania Coal
balancing standard.T

Figure 1. comparison of cunrent and proposed Methods of
Determining Takings Compensation

Economic Analysis within Reguratory Takings , ,

Economic analysis is central to the assessment of a regulatory taking at
three stages of the judicial process:

oPenn Central Transportation u. New York City,4gg U.S. 104 (1g7g). The penn Central case es_tablished the two prongs in italics to evaluate ln the balance, but did not sayhow they rtro,rtaL
balanced. The case introduced the now-famous pr"cei-us-a-whole ""ti.rg ur"tt";;;;(denominator) for determining the diminution of vaiue, as well as the "distiict investment-
backed expectations" language. On the basis of these factors, Penn Central was denied its claim.69.R. 92b and S. 60b.
TSee Wade (1995). This article reviews the changing views of criteria on both sides of the bal-
ance and concludes that reform should be based on-a predictable economic test that incorpo-
rates both efficiency and equity measurements to eliminate the vagaries evident i" th" ;il-; -
lrshed case law.
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1. The Categorical Screen: To determine the share of the property value
denied to the owner by the regulation. According to tbre Lucas standard,
if the property owner has been denied all economic benefrcial use, it is a
categorical taking and compensable without case-specifrc factual inquiry
into the public interest balance.s

2. The Balancing Process: To examine the balance between public gain and
private economic loss as a result of the regulation. The Penn Central
Test for less than categorical takings provides the best discussion of the
elements to examine for balancing t}rre character of gouernrnent action
versus t}lre seuerity of economic impact on affected private property own-
ers.

3. Measuring Damages: Where a taking did occur, just compensation
' (damages) must be determined for the economic injury. These damages

consist of lost tangible asset values, and when appropriate, lost intan-
gible asset values, primarily business goodwill.

Tangible assets are those that show up on a balance sheet, including
real property. Examples include land, buildings, equipment, accounts re-
ceivable, notes receivable, etc. Intangible assets are other assets of the
business that can be individually identifred and valued. Examples include
rights, privileges, assemblages of data and know-how, patents, copyrights,
trade secrets, customer lists, special libraries, reputation, management
skills, trained labor force, a favorable location, etc. Goodwill is the econorhic
value of a business apart from tangible and other identified intangible as-
sets, representing an extra return to characteristics of the property that
cannot be separately valued.

Goodwill is defined in California Code of Ciuil Procedure (section
1263.510(b) as:

. . . benefits that accrue to a business as a result of its loca-
{ tion, reputation for dependability, skill or quality, and any

other circumstances resulting in probable retention of old or
acquisition of new patronage.

Most intangible assets can be transferred to a new business location
without any significant economic loss. However, business goodwill is often
tied to a specific physical location, and therefore its value is often dimin-
ished when a business is forced to relocate, or denied a permit to expand
due to a regulatory prohibition. While many states allow recovery for busi-
ness goodwill losses, they are not currently recoverable in federal takings
cases.9

The Current Standard

The current method of determining economic damages recoverable by a
property owner is based on the three stages of the judicial process listed
above. The denial of the total economic benefrcial use of a property consti-
tutes a per se compensable taking under t}l'e Lucas decision. If the property

8Lu"o, u. South Carolina Coastal Courrcil,ll2 S. Ct. 2886 (1992).
9U. S. u. General Motors Corp.,323 US 3?3 (1945).
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owner has lost all economic productive use of his property, then the taking of
the property is compensable without any further inves_tigation into l_egiti-
mate government purpose and the balance between public interest and pro-
tection of private property. Economic analysis therefole plays an initial role
in determining the extent of economic loss to a particular property owner re-
sulting from a regulation. In most cases regulations_reduce, rather than
eliminate, the economic uses of someone's property;-thus, t'he Lucas stan-
dard will apply to only a small portion of situations.l0

If the loss of productive economic use is not 100 percent, as shown in
Figure 1, then the evaluation process moves forward into a balancing of the
character of the government action and the severity of the private economic
impact due to the taking. The balancing standard is derived from various
court cases, beginning with Pennsyluania Coal, and continuing through the
Penn Central, Nollan, andDolan cases.ll The taking determination depends
on the balance of public interest versus severity of private loss, and requires
an examination of the case-specific facts to sort-out this balance.l2

Published case records have not examined economic evidence for the
balance of public benefrts and private losses, although it would appear nat-
ural, especially from the vantage point of 1995, to evaluatglh" Penn Cen'tral
Test in-a cost-benefit framework. The benefits to the public could be mea-
sured concretely if the courts followed the dictates set forth in the $ttorney
Gerreral's 1988 Guidelines for the Euuluation of Risk and Auoidance of
[Jnanticipated Takings, which was issued pursuant to Executive Order
12,630. Tl11e Guidelines lists attributes of the character of government regu-
lation and the steps in the determination of private economic losses to guide
the assessment of whether a regulation will likely result in a compensable
taking. Updated to reflect Nollan, and Dolan, and advances in the tools of
econottric measurement in recent years, public benefits could be estimated
for balancing with private losses based on the five criteria listed below.

Criteria to Determine Societal Benefits of Government Regulation

1. Demonstrate that the regulation achieves, and substantially ad-
uq,rlces, a legitimate state interest.

2. Demonstrate that the regulatory constraints are no more than neces-
sary to achieve the desired effects, and could not be obtained in a
more cost-effective way.

3. Determine the degree to which the instant property-related activity
or use contributes to (has nexus with) the harm that is the target of
the proposed regulation:

o 
-Ttre 

less direct, immediate and demonstrable the contribu
tion of the instant activity, the greater the likelihood that a
taking will be found.

10A po"ribly perverse effect of Lucas, noted in Ju-stice Stevens' dissent, is present"4 by

Mandelker (igbg, p. 295): "The result is that Lucas allows courts to reject, not approve, taking

claims in the vasi majority of land use cases in which they are likely to arise."
ILDoIo, u. City of Tigard.,114 S. Ct. 2309 (1994); and,Nolan u. California Coastal Commission,

483 U. S. 825 (1987).
12Th" shortcomings of the balancing process are described more fully in Wade (1995).
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o To show market conditions that create the opportunities

a specific temporary period, or in

67

4. Quantify the impacts of the unconstrained use of the property, and
compare those to the regulatory solution imposed on tfre fropertyowner:

o fs there a measurable impact avoided, and does the regula
tory action mitigate it, even roughly proportionately as-held
in Dolan?

5. Estimate the value of public benefits achieved by the regulation.

. These guidelines provide a framework to evaluate the Penn Central Test
in a cost-benefit context. Economists' tools of benefits measurement have
been sufficiently advanced in the last ten years for the courts to demand
quantitative evidence of benefits in the balancing process.rs

Economic analysis plays an obvious role oJttte cost side of the ledger.
Published case law has made consrderable progress at conformirg.onri"d"-
termined notions of value to good economic practice. The folloliing .t"pr,
which are developed from published cases, suggest the criteria that"go fit;
the measurement of private economic losses cau-sed by a regulation.

criteria to Evaluate private Losses due to Regulation

1. Establish the timing and amounts of invested capital, and property
interests to demonstrate a legitim ate, reasonable investmeni-backed
expectation.

2- Document actual and/or planned activities at the site proscribed by
the regulation that show the lost opportunity for the pioperty's ecd-
nomic use:

o To show the abilitq of the property and business to supply
the activities/uses-intended; ;;d,

foreclosed by the regulation.
3. Establish time period of the loss:

perpetuity.
4. Estimate tangible asset values reduced by the regulatory constraint:o Determine portion of property retaining any econo-ic use, if

any.
5. Estimate intangible asset values, including business goodwill, re-

duced by the regulatory constraint:
o Does economic viability remain, although at a lower level?' How severe is the economic loss as measured by the change

in net present value of th_e ongoing and planned-enterprise"?
6. Determine elements of risk related to the project:

r Project completion risk;
. Product market risk (i.e., sales);
. Financing risk; and,
. Other risks.

1t+oo""aix D-Compensatory Restoration Scaling Methods, to NOAA's Notice of proposed
Ru4emaking for 15 CFR Part g90, Natural Resourcui D"-"g" Assessmenti,6o Fedpr,il nesiite,
149, August 3, l'995, 39,825 - 39,8?,6, provides a list of methols for valuing ecosystems in relation
to re.storing natural resource to their non-injured baseline. The ""ottorii. methods on the list
are deemed to be suitable empirical estimation approaches under lb CFR part 990, and, there-
fore, would be suitalle for similar applications undet a regulatory taking,lor instance, in rela-
tionship to denial of use to protect habitat under ESA.
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7. Estimate the reduced reasonable investment-backed profit expecta-
tions caused by the regulation.

8. Capitali ze the lost earnilgs at a discount rate consisting of the mar-
ket cost of money, plus riJk factors to reflect the level of rr.r""rtaintyF aot'firture cash flows.

- Th" greater the diminution of profrt expectations, the greater the likeli-hood that a taking has occurred and- complnsation shoutfi u" p"id. 
-B^".Jpt

for the Lucas 100 percent stan_dard, how"u.r, the perc"niug" of diminution
-oi p-Topgrty value ii not a stand-alone determinant of u compensable taking.Walter's review o! ?6 r-egulatory takings cases between i-grs and 1gg 4 re-vealed that the taking determination is-unrelated to tli;t";"entage diminu-tion of property value. Walter's data show nine ""u-pGr'*hur" tfr" di;il"-tion ranged between 75 percent and 97.7 percent for which no compensation
was paid for 1 regulatory taking. Anothei seven examples with ,"dn."a lrut-ues ranging from 88 to 100 percent were judged ,"gulutory taking, urracompensation was paid.la Under the curreni standardlunless the los"s is io-tal,the private loss must be compared to the public U"nent, directly,"i"tla
to the proscribed use of the property in ordei to rule on a takings" ";r;. i"cases reviewed, 9.a?e:sPecifrC faits othet than the degree of ".oilo1ni.log
governed the judicial decisions as to whether a takiig had occtrr"O.in.t
should be compensated, Lucas excepted.

While no court has done so yet, ihe evaluation of case-specific facts could
!e dgle- using,economic analysis to m_atch private .ortr "g;i"rt pnLii;;;;;-
fits. This cost-benefit framework would facilitate a prediciable economic testto correct the arbitrary nature of lfol takings decisions u.td pr".lude the id,hoc thteshold approach of the 104ih Congres"s' propor"a f"gi*f.tion to reformregulatory takings law.

The Proposed Standard

-. ^ ]fr." proposed legislation emphasizes a "no fault" interpretation of theFifth Amendment, which requires government "o*p"nr"tion wher, "ugrtu-tory action reduces the value of private property by . .utt.ir, "l"ight-li;
threshold. " The pending Congressional niils iuUstitu te a 20 percent thresh-old for the Luca.t- 109 petcenC standard, and eliminate the balancins pr;i-sions that have developed through case law since Lg22. u"au" irilFd;;d
law, diminution of economi. lrul.r" alone is the basis for compensation.
Claimants need- only demonstrate that their property value has been re-duced by more tfran 20 percent to be compensated. IsJues related to the le-gitim_ate public interest (other than nuislnce exclusions) no l*gu, ;ili;
The damages per se, or the amount of compensation that would"t ""1i-i-tuproperty owner whole, would be equivalent tb the amount calculated in con-ducting the 20 percent threshold test.

On its face, this^is a simple economic test that looks at the value of theaffected property before and after the effect of the r;g"i;fi"n. The drawback

l4wult"" (1995),-p.338. Walter's discussion emphasized methods to improve economic lossmeasurement and ignored the important judiciai question at the heart of regulato.y i;tid;cases: How far can a regulation diminish iconomiciiability uur"r"J"ri.J*p*rr.ution must bep.aid? C-l9arlv, the decision in the cases listed in his article hinged";l"ai"i.r views of offset-ting public benefits not the economic losse-s to property owners-. Methods to improve the evi-dence on both sides ofthe ledger are needed.
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is that both the pre-regulation property value, and the post-regulation prop-
erty value.have to be measured by the two parties. Any disigreement in'
property values will likely result in protracted litigation, Just as we observe
no-w. The eight criteria listed above still apply to the process of measuring a
takings loss. The Florida Rock and the Whitney marathon cases illustrite
bo* government entities and affected property owners will fundamentally
disagrge over estimates of market demand, the ability to supply, and the
risk of the project foreclosed by regulation, as well as valuation methods,
ev9_n if Congress passes a new "simplified" takings law.15 Opposing sides
will continue to litigate on the criteria listed above. If the regulbtory impact
is, fo1 example, real but "small," opposing sides will have difficulty in agree-
ing that the reduction in property value is 19.9 rather than 2O.t percent.
ps$ryatgs by opposing experts will have ranges of error that may render the"bright line threshold" as murky as the existing balance approach. In reality
the proposed threshold test for a taking may be no more ceitain than the ei-
isting balancing approach.16Neither does it allow any consideration of the
efficiency consequences_ of regulation; all prior decisions under the case-spe-
cific balancing standard considered the public's right to public health, safety
and welfare as well as basic fairness to the property owner.

Estimating Economic Damages

The basic economic methods used to measure both personal and corpo-
rate damages are well founded and presented in a variety of text boolts and
journal articles.lT Value for any asset is generally determined by computing
the_present value of future cash flows to the owner of the asset. This fype o]
model can be used to determine the value in place, or investment vahre, of
the asset. Another ,concept of value is fair market value, which requires a
notion of some trading market for assets where buyers and selleri deter-
mine prices, such as a securities market.

In takings cases economic losses are of two types: loss of economic use of
the tdken property, and where allowed, loss of business goodwill. Walter
(1.995) summarizes the different economic models that have been applied in
previous condemnation and takings cases. In the case of a condemnation
and physical taking of property, the property value as a rental asset (or

LSFIorid,a Rock Ind,ustries u. tlnited, States 8 Cl.Ct. 160 (1985) entered the court system ten
years ago over denial of a permit by the Corps of Engineers to mine 98 acres of aggregate pur-
chased in L972 for $2.9 million, before any regulatory prohibition subsequently p*r"-a byied-
eral law. The case was tried by U.S. Court of Claims, reversed by the Federal-Circuit court in
L986, Florida Rock 11,791F. 2d 893 (1986); retried by Claims court in 1990, Florida Roch III,2L
Cl.Ct. 161 (1990)i ald, reversed again in 1994 by the federal circuit, Florida Rock IV,1g F. gd.
1560, 38 ERC 1297. So far, no damages have been paid. ,
whitney Benefits, Inc. u. united states,926 F. 2d 1169 (198b); 18 cl.ct. 994 (1989);752F.2d L554
(1985) cert. denied., 116 L.ED 2d 354 (1991) was a coal case. Like the prior case, plaintiffpur-
chased the coal property before the 1977 passage of the SMCRA, which prohibited mining the
coal. Government witnesses claimed that the coal property was valueless while Whi-tney
demonstrated a competent mining plan, market demand, and reasonable investor expectationi.
The United States frnally paid $60 million in damages in 1g9b.
16S"" Shabman and White (1995, p. 2I) for more discussion of the analytic problem of "estab-
lishing(ing) fair market values with precision and without dispute from either the agency or
the landowner."
l7Brookshire (1987) contains a good review of estimating damages for a variety of litigation
cases. See also Foster, Trout and Gaughan (1994) for damage models relating specifically to
businesses.
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other highgst and best use) is usually determined by using a DCF model or
a comparable sales model. Other types of experts miy be necessary to value
prope_rty that has rights to underground resources, such as coalj water or
petroleum, fo1 example.ls In cases involving a loss of business goodwill,
diminution of business goodwill value is usually measured by an eionomist
or business app-raiser. The loss of business go-odwilt is relaied to, but not
a.lwayg identical with, a loss of business profits. Past profits, and expecta-
tion of future profrts, primarily determine total business value. Totaf busi-
ness value can be described as the sum of tangible asset value plus intangi-
ble asset (goodwill) value.rs

(1) Total Value = Tangible Asset Value + Intangible Asset Value

The value of business goodwill, when recovery is allowed., can be deter-
mined by valuing the total business entity, and then subtracting the market
value of the tangible assets, or by gsing what is called the "excess earnings
model". The excess earni-ngs model divides the earnings into two stream"s,
one stream of income related to a return on the tangible assets and. one
stream of income related to a return on the intangible assets. The segment-
ing of the income streams allows the appraiser to value each comfionent
separately, and thereby determine a separate value for business goodwil}.20

The diminution in economic value of the property and related-business is
the proper measure of loss in a takings case. The clange in economic value
should reflect the change in expected future cash flows to be earned from us-
ing the. prop_ertl, il present value terms. The correct expression of the
ch_alge in value ! lL" chan_ge in discounted cash flow, .s nieasured by the
DCF model. The DCF model is shown in Equation 2, below.

Price = $ tt,

#o+  k ) t

Where CFr = Cash flows in period t, k is the discount rate, and t is the time
period.

While economists believe this is the most appropriate model for measur-
ing damages, published case records indicate courtJhave considered numer-
ous damage concepts and approaches in measuring takings related dam-
?ge!. The eight criteria listed previously emphasize tlne Wheeler IV stan-
dard-lost opportunity-as the appropriate measure of loss.2l Loss in, esti.
mated income frory the_ property's planned (demonstrable) highest and best
use is the appropriate damage concept in 1995. Damages undEr this concept
are best measured using a DCF model.
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18Fo, a discussion of valuing coal in a takings case, seeWhitney Benefits, Inc. u. United, States,
op. cit. Another noteworthy case involving valuing limestone in a takings case is Florid,a Roch
Industries, Inc. u. United States, op. cit.
l9Business valuation is discussed in many available texts. A summary of the concepts and
sources can be found in Trout (1994).
20Goodwill valuation is discussed in many valuation texts. see pratt (1gg9); or, Desmond and
Kelley (1980), for example.
ZIWh""l", (IV) v. City of Pteasant Groue, 8gg F.2d 267 (LLthCir. 19gZ).

(2)

\
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Walter's survey of regulatory takings cases indicates that the DCF
model has been neither widely embraced, nor roundly condemn ed.22 He is
correct in asserting that this model took several years of acceptance in the
academic world and the investment world before being accepted by regula-
tory commissions for use in utility rate cases.

The DCF model is one of two market based models which can be used to
demonstrate and measure a change in economic value.23 The DCF model is
directly related to both the Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) models used in investment analysis, which in turn can be used
to examine the original inuestment backed expectations associated with any
property.2a

In cases of partial economic loss, diminution of goodwill value can be
measured by initially computing the change in operating profits to the af-
fected business owner resulting from the regulation, and then examining
how that change to profrts would affect the value of the business. Thb
change in value of the business can be determined with the DCF model, or
with a market capitalization model, which is a derivative of the DCF model.
It is possible that the change in total value could be partially related to a
change in the value of the tangible assets and also to a change in the value
of the intangible assets (e.9., goodwill). However, if the tangible assets are
not affected by the regulation, then all of the impact from the regulation to
operating profits should be allocated to the goodwill portion of the business
value. '

As shown in Figure 1, the first step is an examination of the Lucas test:
was 100 percent of the economic use taken away from the property owner.
This step requires an economic analysis of the potential for economic use af-
ter the effect of the regulation on the landowner. If there is no economic
value left, then t}l.e Lucas per se rule applies, and the landowner should be
fully compensated for loss of economic use of the property.

If the taking is not 100 percent, then under current law the balancing
between private property owner losses and public gains must be examined
and Evaluated. At the federal level, this means the portion of the property
taken must be determined, and the owner must compute its economiCloss.
This loss would most often be the value of the property taken, as measured
by the economic models described above.

At the state level, the taking may impose a compensable business
goodwill loss on the property owner. For example, a fruit grower in
California was denied use of a significant portion of his land for fruit produc-
tion. The grower lost not only about half of his fruit bearing trees, but also
incurred a signifrcant loss in the amount of fruit through-put to his nearby
fruit canning and fruit processing plants. The taking caused not only a loss
of property and its use, but also a secondary "down stream" loss to the re-
maining businesses of the grower. Any loss to the economic use of the re-
maining portion of the property is referred to as a severance damage. In
some states, severance damages are compensable to the property owner
separate from any loss directly related to a condemnation.

22W^lt*r,op. cit., p 346.
23Th" other model is the market capitalization valuation model. In valuing common stock in-
vestments it is referred to as the price/earnings (P/E) model.
24thir was an important factor in the Penn Central case.

7 L
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The economic analysis in this particular case extended to the reduction
in gross revenues, and the loss of profits resulting from the effect of the tak-
ing on the direct use of the land as well as thJ downstream business re-
quired the p-roduce of the land as an economic input. The loss of a significant
portion of the fruit caused a decline in the ec6nomic value of thJ related
businesses resulting from the state's taking of a portion of the grower's land.
The DCF model was used to determine bolh the value of the ifrysicai ;;;;-erty taken and the size of the severance damages to the grower resulting
from the taking..In this case, the taking was a ihysical tak-ing, rather lhan
a regulatory taking. The economic analysis *orrid be the same in either sit-
uation.

In other cases the econom-lc impact on the business is more direct, but
the effect on the value of the businbss Tay be less obvious. f'o" """*pt;;
bank branch was re,quired to move to a lesi desirable locaiion as a result oflocal regulations. The move to a new location affected the branch's level of
potelli{ deposit growth, but not its instant level of d_eposits. The forr oi po-
tential deposits in turn reduced the potential future tenaitrg capacity of fhebranch, which thgreby reduce-d potential branch operatin-g'profitr.'tfr" ,"-
duction in potential profrts affecled the value of th-e branci and its related
business goodwill.

In this case, the loss of deposi! Srowttr was computed by compbuing the
condemned branch deposits with-an index of deposits 

"for 
.i" 

-ririitu,^

branches that did-not mov_e, as shown_in Figure 2. Notice that a";;;;-l;;
the affected branch do not keep up with the frowth in deposits of the bank,s
nearby branches. Once the losl ol deposits ias determined., profits and re-
duced business goodwill value were estimated using stanaarb financiaf u.-
counting and valuation tools. This is an example of i business goodwill loss
resulting from a physical taking of the prop"rty through conderination. The
economic analysis would be the same if a regulatory-taking had occurr"a
which prohibited expansion of the bank's busiriess at its original location.
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In another case involving an inverse condemnation, a business facedrthe
loss of use of a po_rtion of his property because of certain land use regula-
tions that affected only a portion of the landowner's property. The lois of
partial use of the property severely affected the level of business conducted
on the unaffected parcel of land, thereby rendering the business nearly
worthless. Figure 3 compares revenues before and after the impact of thL
regulations. The graphical presentation of historic revenues shows that rev-
enues declined significantly after the regulation was implemented. The
-change in revenues which are quite obvious in Figure 3, can easily be trans-
lated tnto a change in net profrt. The DCF model was used to translate the
clange in profits to a change in economic value, and thereby a determination
of the business goodwill loss resulting from the regulations. This is an ex-
ampJg of a regulatory taking case; however, the analysis of the goodwill loss
would be the same if a portion of the property had been physically taken in
a condemnation, rather than reduced in value through the effect of govern-
ment regulations.

Conclusions

Estimating economic damages is the traditional role of economists in
both regulatory takings and condemnation cases. However, there are two
additional roles for economists identified herein: examining the effect of the
Lucas standard, and determining the costs and benefits under the Penn
Central Test. If the Congress passes a new regulatory takings law, there
will no doubt be substantial valuation disputes about economic losses, par-
ticularly th_oge near the 20 percent threshold figure that would trigger cbm-
pensation. If the Congress does not pass its version of regulatory takings re*
form, benefrts estimation should become the basis for providing the evidence
on the public's side of the regulatory ledger. The cost-benefit framework
should become the economic tool of choice for resolying takings cases.
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